Activity Programme
Schedule

Activity

Formal and Informal Learning Methods Used

DAY 0 (Thursday)
in the morning
and in the
afternoon

dinner and
after dinner

ARRIVALS - August 23th - to 18.00

Local guiding
Welcome & get2know

in the morning

in the
afternoon

after dinner

Individual welcomming of participants.

Dinner
Individual welcomming of participants. Guiding participants in the hotel
and in the local village Gorišnica.
Welcomming the participants and their mutual introduction through
guided ice breaking games.

DAY 1 (Friday)
Official Greeting and
Greeting and adressing the participants - youth workers/leaders, short
Introduction
summary of the project and get2know.
Learning the manner and purposes of public speaking through interactive
Individual Public
conversation among participants and the trainer. Learning the ways of
Speaking
verbal and nonverbal communication and the use of those elements in
(presentation of the
public speaking. The drill of individual public speaking will include
NGO-s)
presentation of partner organisations (NGO-s) accodring to the method
of 1 or 2 minute speech - so called "Elevator speech" technique.
Exchange/inspection/presentation of facts (problems and challenges) and
Youth Unemployment proposals ot the theme unemployment among youth and the theme of
- Facts and Good
young people from disadvantaged areas (good practices of solving this
Practices
problem, encouragement of creative thinking in searching ways of
sreducing those problems).
Teamwork and group speaking: participants will present potencial of
international cooperation among participating organisations in the future
Group Public Speaking in the field of searching for solutions of problems, which youth
unemployed youth and youth from areas with fewer opportunities are
facing.
Learning methods of preparation for workshops and working methods
with unemployed youth and youth from disadvantaged areas. Interactive
debate will be presented and given with examples by the selected
Workshops - how to
experienced youth trainer. Meeting different ways of conducting
prepare and conduct
workshops - the use and the preparation of tools. Sharing experiences
and knowlodge among participants - youth workers and trainers.
Interactive debate will be presented and given with examples by the
selected experienced youth trainer.
Participants will be able to freely learn about "city life" in a small town
Ptuj, which is important administrative, employment and cultural center
of subregion Spodnje Podravje (including Haloze). The tourist map with
Free Evening in the
marked cultural attractions, that participantsc will be able to see - if
City of Ptuj
desired, will be available to participants - namely Ptuj and surrouding
area has yet unused potentials for creating jobspots - especialy in
tourism.
DAY 2 (Saturday)

Tour - Good Practice
Example 1

Participants will have a chance to visit good examples of setting up
businesses in rural areas, which was launched by a young unemployed
person / group. The purpose of the tour is to give participants bether look
into practice of creating jobspots - about the beginning of developing and
implementaing a "business" idea into practice, about the choosen
enterpreneurship/organisational form, on current operating of the
company/organisation and it results until now, their vision and future
plans, etc. By giving the chance to ask questions we want to encourage
interactive discussion between the representatives of the selected
company/organizations participants. The aim is to encourage and
motivate participants to engage in creative, but also entrepreneurial
mindset to meet the challenges by creating jobspots and finding solutions
to the problems to which unemployed youth and young people from
disadvantaged areas are facing .

Tour - Good Practice
Example 2

We will visit also a good example of setting up a social enterprise, with
which jobspots for unemployed youth where created. The purpose and
objectives are similar to those already mentioned.

Tour - Good Practice
Example 3

Important oportunity for creating jobspots in rural area are in producing
food - participants will visit a good examples of creating a job or more
jobs for young people on the farm.

in the morning

in the
afternoon

Walk'n'talk in the city
(Maribor)

Dinner out in Romani
kafenava
dinner and
after dinner
Participants evening

We will use "walk'n'talk" method in order to encourage discussion
between patrticipants about the topic of creating jobspots for youung
people (in disadvantaged areas) and their expiriences about working with
unemployed youth and youth from disadvantaged areas between
participants.
Romani kafenava is a social enterprise which was founded by Association
EPEKA. A group of Gypsys will prepare for participants a cultural and fun
dinner with their traditional music.
Participants will plan how they will spent their evening. We will
encourage them to spent it in a way, so they can meet each other bether
and find incommon interests. That way maybe new partnerships/projects
between participating organisations can be proposed in he future.

DAY 3 (Sunday)
The purpose of this workshop is to encourage participants to apply
learning outputs, which they already gained in this training course, into
practice. Participants will prepare the design of the workshop, which will
be dedicated to the unemployed youth and young people from
Preparation of the
disadvantaged areas and will also be conducted within this project in
Workshop for an
Haloze and Ptuj area. Workshops will have to be planned in such way that
Actual Implementation the participants of the conducted workshop (unemployed youth and
young people from disadvantaged areas) may gain additional knowledge
or skills. At the workshop the participants - youth workers will be able to
get feedback from trainers, co-participants and their participants on the
in the morning
conducted workshop.
The workshop is aimed at mutual learning, cooperation and mutual
assistance between the participants (youth workers) in the practical
preparations for the workshop, which will be carried out by each group.
Triners will assist and link the participants, which can share their
"I (Don't) Know, You
knowledge and experiences to other participants. The aim is to recognize
Know"
and define lack of skills that the members of a certain group would like
to improve for conducting their workshop. Participants from other
groups, who will be skilled, will be able to help each other to win them.
Among other things, we apply to assist in fine arts, digital and other skills.

Workshop Simulation
in the
afternoon
Walk'n'talk in the
village (Haloze)

after dinner

Active in the village

Workshop
Implementation

in the morning
"Feedback" on
conducted workshops

Self-promotion
in the
afternoon
Individual Support

dinner and
after dinner

Intercultural Evening

Different groups will develop different workshops because each group
will prepare a workshop for different age (primary school, secondary
school) or status (student / unemployed) group of the participants.
Therefore, the aim of this workshop is to present their concepts of
prepared workshops to other groups of participants - youth workers, who
will be exchanging their opinions, advices and suggestions for
improvement.
To "walk'n'talk" in the village we will invite members of the local youth
organisations. We will encourage discussion between patrticipants and
memebers of the local rural youth organisation to discuss about
oportunities for youth from rural areas. That way both, participants of
the project and memebers of the local youth organisation, can gain new
experiences and motivation.
Socializing and getting to know the local (cultural) environment and local
people during fun sports games (eg. Fire and peasant games) outdoors,
which will prepare EPEKA together with local youth organisations.
DAY 4 (Monday)
Groups of participants who will prepare a workshop, will carry it out in
different places with different groups of participants. Each group will be
accompanied by a local native and one trainer who will provide
assistance and support to a group of participants on the project - youth
workers/leaders.
After conducting workshops, project participants - youth workers will
share their experiences during the workshop and get feedback from
workshop participants and the trainers - directions / suggestions that
should be take into consider in the further implementation of workshops
for unemployed youth or youth from disadvantaged areas. We will also
film the "performance" of conducting the workshop, so project
participants can learn from watching it.
Guidance and counseling for participants - youth workers/leaders
regarding the promotion of innovative and creative forms of selfpromotion of young unemployed people and young people from
disadvantaged areas.
Learning the manner and methods of individual support for motivating of
individuals - unemployed youth and youth from disadvantaged areas - on
active citizenship and reaching career goals. Interactive debate will be
presented and given with selected examples and experiences of project
participants and trainers.
Participants will be asked to prepare and manage an intercultural
evening, which will be dedicated to learning about different cultures of
participating countries.
DAY 5 (Tuesday)

participants will repare statements and questions on the topic of round
Preparations on round
table "Youth Unemployment -Challenge/Opportunity for Youth
table
Workers?".
Round table with representatives of Employment service of Slovenia,
Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities, Social
Youth Unemployment work center and with representatives of the project "Fair Employment"
and "Inkubator 4.0", which are aimed at educating / training / guidance
Challenge/Opportunity and training of unemployed youth in Europe. Main aim of conducting the
for Youth Workers?
round table is to introduce the needs of young unemployed people and
(round table)
young people from disadvantaged areas, determinate the possibilities to
meet their needs and to exchange expiriences/practices about methods
of work with mentioned young people in practice.

Future Professions

in the
afternoon

dinner and
after dinner

Evalvation and
Completion of the
Project

Detection, identification and familiarization of participants with
professions, which are and will be looked for in the future and the
workshop on this topic, which would be prepared with some help from
dr. Sabina Žnidaršič Žagar from Career Center of the University of
Ljubljana.
With a pre-established questionnaire, the participants of the project
(youth workers / leaders) will be able to share their experience, evaluate
the project (accommodation, staff, food, implementation of workshops,
information given, work of trainers and organizers, etc.), suggestions for
improvement, etc. The questionnaire will allow additional comments /
messages that will be presented by participants. Trainers will encourage
organizations to co-operate (both nationally as well as internationally) on
projects, that relate to the problem addressed "youth unemployment"
and the problem of deficit of opportunities for "young people from
disadvantaged areas".

Introductions for
creating the youthpass
& arrangements for
travel reimburse and
departure

Trainers will introduce to the participants where and how they can fill out
and create the youthpass with gained skills by attending the TC.
Participants will also have time to arrange travel documents with staff of
applicant organisation.

Farewell Evening

A group of Gypsys will prepare a cultural and fun farewell dinner with
their traditional music for participants.
DAY 6 (Wednesday)

breakfast

Breakfast

in the morning
and in the
afternoon

Other/daily
activities:

DEPARTURES - August 29th - check out: 11:00

Rise & Shine

Each morning will participants from one or two countries prepare an
"Rise & Shine" - morning workout - activity (for example active
energizers) for other participants and trainers. "Rise & Shine" activity

Reflecting on the
Previous Day

Recognition, identification and definition of learning outcomes of formal
and informal learning from the previous day. Participants will be
encouraged to reflect on the day immediately after the workshop, but we
want the outcomes to be repeated/defined aftera break - next morning.
Reflecting taking place in a group, during a guided conversation.

"create a job"
(presenting example
of good practice)

We will invite young enterpreneur, who succeeded to create their own
jobspot (if possible at disadvantaged area) or organisation for working
with unemployed youth or youth from disadvantaged areas.

